A quantized Hall conductance (not conductivity) in three dimensions has been searched for more than 30 years. Here we explore it in 3D topological nodal-line semimetals, by using a model capable of describing all essential physics of a semimetal, in particular the drumhead surface states protected by a momentum-dependent winding number. We develop a microscopic theory to demonstrate that the drumhead surface states can host quantized Hall conductance in this 3D material. We stress that breaking chiral symmetry is necessary for the quantum Hall effect of the drumhead surface states. The analytic theory can be verified numerically by the Kubo formula. There may also be trivial quantum Hall effects from the bulk states. We propose an experimental setup to distinguish the surface and bulk quantum Hall effects. The theory will be useful for ongoing explorations on nodal-line semimetals.
Introduction.-The quantum Hall effect discovered in 2D electron gas ignites the field of topological phases of matter [1] . It is characterized by a quantized Hall conductance in units of e 2 /h and vanishing longitudinal conductance. Because prevented by the extra dimension, it is difficult to observe a quantized Hall conductance in 3D. Nevertheless, much effort has been devoted to realize the quantized Hall conductance in 3D (the 3D quantum Hall effect) [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . With the discovery of 3D topological materials, a new direction is to use their 2D surface states to host a quantized Hall conductance in 3D, such as in topological insulators [17] [18] [19] [20] [Fig. 1 (a) ] and Weyl semimetals [ Fig. 1 (b) ]. In Weyl semimetals [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] , the Weyl orbit [33, 34] formed by the Fermi-arc surface states can support a 3D quantum Hall effect with a quantized Hall conductance [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] .
In 3D topological nodal-line semimetals, the conduction and valence energy bands touch to form 1D nodal rings . They have the topologically protected drumhead surface states on surfaces parallel with nodal rings. It is natural to ask whether the drumhead surface states can host a quantum Hall effect. Molina et al. addressed this question by resorting to a non-Hermitian bulk theory, where chiral symmetry is demanded [65] . The work is well appreciated for the non-Hermitian physics. However, a Hamiltonian for fermions in these materials is Hermitian by nature. Furthermore, chiral symmetry forces a flat surface spectrum, so electrons cannot perform cyclotron motions to host the Landau levels and quantum Hall effect. Therefore, the question remains largely unanswered.
In this work, we study the quantum Hall effect in topological nodal-line semimetals, by using a model Hamil- 
where σ x,z are Pauli matrices denoting the orbital degrees of freedom and k = (k x , k y ). Here
z breaks the chiral symmetry S = σ y . The parameters A, M i and C i can be determined through first-principle calculations or experiments. The seemingly simple model Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) actually describes a number of realistic materials, such as Ca 3 P 2 [66] , TlTaSe 2 [67] , and CaAgX (X= P, As) [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] . The energy spectra of this Hamiltonian read
the band-crossing points form a nodal ring, which is located at the k z = 0 plane satisfying k 2
(1) carries all the topological properties of topological nodal-line semimetals. The nodal ring is characterized by a quantized π Berry phase, which can be obtained by calculating integral along a closed loop that intersects the nodal ring, as shown by the dashed loop in Fig. 2 (a) . Equivalently, the loop can deform to contour the infinity. A winding number n w can be defined as an integral from k z = −∞ to +∞ for a given point on the k x − k y plane,
which means the winding number is nontrivial inside and trivial outside the nodal ring, so the change of the winding number along the two paths around the nodal ring is equivalent to the π Berry phase. Due to bulkboundary correspondence, the non-trivial bulk topology property leads to topological surface states at the boundary. Only the winding number inside the nodal ring is nontrivial [green area in Fig. 2 (a) ], leading to the formation of drumhead surface states at the boundary along the z direction, as shown in Fig. 2 
The constraint on k x , k y means the surface states are bounded by the nodal ring, in accordance with the bulk non-trivial topological invariants.
The above analytical results can be used to identify surface and bulk states. In Fig. 2 (c) , we calculate numerically the energy spectrum in a slab geometry, including both surface and bulk modes, as shown by the black lines. From our analytical analysis, the topological surface states are located inside the nodal ring, described by Eq. (3) . For the surface states, the numerical results agree well with the analytical results (green line), allowing us to distinguish them from the bulk modes. Also, the difference between bulk and topological surface states can be viewed in terms of the profile of wavefunctions. In Fig. 2 (d) , two representative wavefunction profiles are plotted, which show that the surface state (green) is localized near the boundaries along the z direction while the bulk state (orange) is extended.
The Hall response.-The drumhead surface states can contribute to a quantum Hall effect with quantized Hall conductance. In order to form Landau levels and quantum Hall effect from surface states, the quadratic C k terms in Eq. (3) are necessary. Without the C k terms and the dispersion they create, the surface electrons have no velocity thus cannot perform the cyclotron motion in response to a magnetic field and cannot support Landau levels and quantum Hall effect. It is noteworthy that the C k term breaks the chiral symmetry, making the topological surface modes dispersive and away from zero energy. This is in sharp contrast with the system in Ref. [65] , where the dispersion term C k must be constant due to chiral symmetry, resulting in the absence of Landau levels from the surface states.
In Fig. 2 (e) , we plot the Landau levels for the topological nodal-line semimetal in the slab geometry under an applied z-direction magnetic field of B = 30 T. The Landau levels are functions of k x , because when considering the edges along the y direction, the Landau levels deform with the guiding center y 0 ≡ k x 2 B , where the magnetic length B ≡ /eB. The conduction and valence bands are not symmetric due to the breaking of chiral symmetry. We focus on the Landau levels from the drumhead surface states. Due to its topological origin, the surface states are confined in the region 0 < k 2
x + k 2 y < M 0 /M ⊥ , distinct from usual 2D electron gas. Applying this constraint to Eq. (3), we can get the energy region of the surface states
In this region, the surface spectrum at a given Fermi energy can form a complete Fermi circle, which means that electrons can undergo a complete cyclotron motion in a perpendicular magnetic field to form Landau levels. Next we apply the standard Kubo formula to calculate the Hall conductivity,
Here |u α is the eigenstate of energy E α for the system in a z-direction magnetic field and with open boundaries at z = ±L/2, v x and v y are the velocity operators, f (x) is the Fermi distribution, V is the volume of the slab. By tuning the Fermi energy to the region in Eq. (4), we can calculate the corresponding surface conductance, as shown in Fig. 2 (f) . σ xy exhibits distinctive integer plateaus as a function of the inverse of magnetic field, demonstrating that the quantum Hall effect arises from drumhead surface states.
Nodal-line semimetal CaAgAs-The above is a general case. From now on, we switch to an experimentally realized material CaAgAs [68] when spin-orbital coupling interaction is small. For the surface states of CaAgAs, the period of surface Hall conductance in magnetic fields can be analytically obtained by the Onsager relation
Here ∆ denotes the period with respect to 1/B, which is equal to the width of Hall plateau. A s is the maximum area through which the Fermi energy cuts in k space. With the surface Hamiltonian in Eq. (3) , the Onsager relation can be uniquely determined as
. As ∆(1/B) depends positively on E F , the period of Hall conductance increases when increasing the Fermi energy. As shown in Fig. 3 (b) , we select three typical Fermi energies in the region of Eq. (4), which are far away from the bulk states, and plot the corresponding Hall conductance in Fig. 3 (d) . In Table I , we compare the periods obtained from the surface theory and the numerical results determined by the width of Hall plateau in Fig. 3 (d) . The consistence between analytical and numerical results fur- ther confirms that the Hall conductance at these energies originates from the drumhead surface states. We can further tune the Fermi energy away from the surface-state region and calculate the Hall conductance. In Fig. 3 (a) , one energy in the surface region and two energies in the bulk region are chosen. The corresponding Hall conductance is plotted in Fig. 3 (c) . The Hall conductance is positive (negative) for electron (hole) carriers. Outside the surface-state energy region, the Hall conductance can no longer be captured by the surface theory. In the bulk-state energy region with more subbands emerging, the Hall conductance becomes multi-periodic. In the vicinity of the nodal ring, the quantum Hall conductance from the bulk and surface states are not easy to separate. Therefore, it would be particularly valuable to distinguish them by feasible means in experiments.
Distinguish surface and bulk contributions.-By noticing that the sample thickness affects surface and bulk states differently, below we show that two kinds of Hall conductance can be identified by varying the sample thickness in a wedgy device, as shown in Fig. 4 (a) . The wedgy device has been practiced in experiments to con- trol sample thickness by varying growth time [34, 39] . From left to right, the thickness is set from 50 to 150 nm, and we compare three thicknesses 60, 80, and 100 nm. We focus on two Fermi energies, one in the surfacestate energy region and the other in the bulk-state energy region, as shown by the dashed lines of two energies in Fig. 4 (c) . By varying the sample thickness, the surface spectrum (green) is basically unchanged, while more subbands (black) emerge in the bulk spectrum. In Fig. 4 (b) , the corresponding wavefunctions are plotted, which show that the surface states are always localized at the boundary while the extension of bulk states changes between different subbands. In Fig. 4 (d) , we compute the Hall conductance for samples of the three different thicknesses, with the colors in one-to-one correspondence with the dashed lines in Fig. 4 (c) . For the surface quantum Hall conductance, its magnitude is positive and remains basically unchanged for different thicknesses. With increasing thickness, the period of the surface Hall conductance gradually approaches the theoretical value of 0.0392 T −1 determined by the Onsager relation in Eq. (6) . In contrast, for the bulk conductance at a fixed Fermi energy, with increasing sample thickness, both the magnitude and period of the conductance change drastically, due to emerging subbands crossing the Fermi energy. These subbands host more Landau levels and increase the Hall conductance. The Fermi surfaces of these bulk subbands are different, leading to multi-periodic quantum Hall conductance, serving as another signature for the bulk states. These changes cannot happen in the surface Hall conductance, because the durmhead surface states stay robust against the change of sample thickness due to its topological nature. 
